I. INTRODUCTIOÑ~H
E purpose of this short note is to call attention to an error in recent treatments' of the effect of dipolar interactions on the spin-wave spectrum of a cubic antiferromagnet. As an introduction we brieRy review some pertinent (and well-known) results for a ferromagnet. In Sec. II we then calculate the spin-wave spectrum of an antiferromagnet.
For a cubic ferromagnet it has been shown' ' that the spin-wave spectrum for an ellipsoid of revolution uniformly magnetized along its axis of rotation is (kra)'= LDu'k'+gP(H -E.M) j X/Da'k'+g/3(H X,M+47rM sin-'es)$. (1) Here a is the lattice constant, M the magnetic moment per unit volume, k the wave vector, 8~the angle between the magnetization and the wave vector, H the external field, Ã, the demagnetizing factor associated with the axis of rotation, and Da'k' is the exchange energy. This dispersion law is valid for ka&& 1, and kE0))1, where Eo is a characteristic dimension of the sample. This latter restriction is necessary since for kEO& 1 plane waves are no longer proper modes of the system. The exact "magnetostatic" modes, have been investigated by Walker' and have been shown to merge smoothly into the plane-wave solutions as kEO becomes large.
In an unmagnetized (multidomain) sample one finds show an insignificant dependence on R, unless R~is very near the surface. Cohen and Keffer' have studied these dipolar wave sums and conclude that such an approximate treatment of them is justi6ed. As for the ferromagnet, for kEO&1 one would 6nd spin waves are no longer appropriate for the determination of the normal modes.
Where our treatment differs from that of LP' is in the evaluation of the lattice sums of Eq. (8). We take +gpIfA Zk {rr'ktrrt+bk bh)++DH ere BI. :and Hz are the exchange and anisotropy fields, respectively, and yz=s '+exp(ik 5), where s is the number of nearest neighbors and the sum is taken over all nearest-neighbor vectors S. The two branches of the frequency spectrum are found to be D(k) =-', g'P'S P, exp(ik [R,+~)), (Sd) IR.+ I' (b~)2= (gp)2 [~A+p, pm') 
